
The rate law of a reacdon relates the reaction rare to the concenffations of the reactants. Thegeneral form of the rate raw for the above reaction is

Rate = k[S2O82-].[ IJ,
You will measure the rates of the reacdon using different concenrrations of Sror2-andI- in order to calculate the orders x, and y, and,the rate constant, k.

MATERIALS

. 250 mL Erlenmeyer flasla (3). Clock or watch with second hand. Graduatgd cylinders (25 mL,50 mL). Pipets (disposable rype, I mL stem)

CHEMICALS

. lo/o starch solution (boiled). 0.4 M sodium thiosulfate, NarSrO, (freshly prepared). 0.2 M potassium iodide, Kl
' 0'2 M ammonium peroxydiy]fate, (NHa)rSro, (freshry prepared). 0.2 M potassium nitrate, KNO 3 

a'L

' 0' l M NaTHTEDTA (ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid disodium salt)

PURPOSE

") To determine the effect of changing the concenffation of reactanrs upon the rate of areaction.

b) To calculate the orders of a reaction with respecr to each of the reactanrs..) To determine the rate law for the reacdon:

sror'- (aq) + 2I- (aq) ) I, ("q) + 2SOn2- (aq)

sulfate ion
peroxydisulfate ion iodide ion iodine

. Test tubes dc rack (optional)

. Burer (optional)
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INTRODUCTION

Some reactions occur so rapidly that they are over as soon as the reactanrs are mixed. There are

many more reactions, however, that are slower; they may require minutes, hours, days, or even

years to reach completion. A few chemicd reactions are so slow that it is difficult to show that
they happen at all.

\7[ry are there wide differences in reaction rates? Th.y are largely due to the differing molecular

characteristics of the reactants. However, there are other factors that also affect the rate of any

given reaction.

The rate of a hypothetical reaction is measured by observing the change (A) in concentration of
the reactants or the products.

aA+bB )cC+dD
The rate can be measured by the appearance of C or D or the disappearance of A or B.

Since the rates of disappearance ofA and B and the rates of appearance of C and D are

related by the stoichiometry of the balanced equation, the compound with the most
dramatic change is usually measured. For example, if C is blue and A, B, and D are

colorless, the appearance of C would be measured. The rate of the reaction is:

Rate of appearance of C = Change in concentration of C
time required for change

= Atcl

The relationships berween the rates as obtained from the reaction stoichiometry are,

Atcrl I [, AtD]lT) =7r7J)

where the rates of disappearance ofA and B and the rate of appearance of D are respectively,

-*t],-*},and#

Factors Alfecting Reaction Rates

The rate of a reaction usually depend on several factors.

a) Temperature - The temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy. An increase in
temperature, increases the kinetic energy of the system and increases the reaction rate as

well.

b) Concentration - Higher concentrations of the reacranrs have more particles available to
react. Changing the concentration of the reactants will affect the reaction rate unless the

order with respect to the reactant/reactants is zero. The rate remains unaffected when the

concentration of a reactant is changed whose order is zero.
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") Catalyst - A catalyst decreases the activation energy of reactants by providing an alter-
nate pathway for the reaction with a lower activation energy.

d) Nature of the reactants - The particle size, and the physical srate of the reactanrs,
also affects the rare.

The rate law for the reaction expresses the dependence of the rate of the reacrion on the reacranr
concenffations. The general form of the rate law is,

Rate = GMI.[B],

The exponents x and y arerr. .rd.Jr rn. *h, J* respecr ro the reacranrs A and B
respectively. They determine the effect on the rate when the concentrations of the reacrants are

changed. For instance, if the exponent x is l, doubling [A] will double the reacrion rate. The
rate will quadruple if the value of x is 2 and the rate will be unchanged if x is 0. The orders are

constants for a given reaction.

The constant k in the rate law is the rate consranr of the reaction. This quantiry does not depend
on the concenffations of the reactants. However, its value changes with temperature and in the
presence and absence of a catalyst.

The orders and the rate constant and hence the rate law are obtained experimentally by sudying
the variation of the initial rate with varying initial reacranr concenrrations.

For instance, if the concentration ofA, [A], is doubled and the reaction rate doubles, the
exPonent x is equal to 1 and the reaction is said to be first order with respect to A. But if [A] is

doubled and the rate quadruples the x is equal to 2 andthe reaction is said to be second order
with resPect to A. If [A] is doubled and no change occurs in the reaction rare, rhen x is equal to
0 and the reaction is said to be zero order with respect to A.

If there ate n reactants, a total of (n+1) experiments will need to be performed to determine the
orders with respect to each of the reactants and then the rate consrant, h.In each experiment, the
concentration of the one reactant is varied.

If the reaction of the reaction is measured by srudying the change of concenrration ofthe product

C, then the rate =A[9] The rate of appearance of a prod.uct, C, A[C] is determined byAF Ar[C]
plotting moles of C formed on as a function of time for each experiment rare = ,

Atcl =k[A].[B],
AE

The values for x and y are calculated by comparing the change in the rate of the reaction with the
corresponding change in the concenffation of one of the reacrants.
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You will know A[S2O82-] at the instant that this dark color appears. How? The stoichiometry

and relative rates of the coupled reactions require the following relationship between A[SrO8'z-]

and A[SrOr2-]:

where

a [s2o82l = 0t2) als2o32-]

A[s2o32l = initial [sror'l final tsror'-]

Since essentially atl of the SrOr2- ions will have reacted when the dark color appears, the final

concentration of these ions will be essentially zero,and A[SrOr'l b..orrr.,

A[S2O32-] = initial [SrOr'l

If we keep the inidal concentration of SrOr'- ions at a small value, A[S2O32] will be small and

A[S2O82-] wifl be even smaller. As a consequence, there will be little change in the concentration

of the reactants during the elapsed time At. This is a necessary condition for the method of initial
rates.

The time required for the appearance of the dark color will be affected by the concentration of
the reactants, as you would expect from the generd form of the rate law. The time is also affected

td a degree by the overall concentration of ions and charges in the solution.

Strategy

'We 
need to measure the rate of disappearance of SrOr'-. However, SrOr'- is colorless and can

not be readily measured directly. 'W'e 
therefore measure the amount of SrOr2- which reacts in a

certain time period indirectly, by measuring the I, produced in the reaction. This is accomplished

by adding the second reagent, sodium thiosulfate, NarSrO3, in known quantity to the reaction

mixture. A starcb indicator is also present which gives a blue-black color with I, (not with IJ.

\7hat happens? A I, is formed in the reaction, it immediately reacts with the known quantiry of
SrO*'- which was added before the I, has a chance to form the blue-black Ir-starch compound.
'$7hen 

all of the SrOr2- has reacted with the 12, additional I, which continues to form the reaction

of SrOr2- with I- wilt now form from the blue-black starch complex.
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If we know exacdy how much S2O32- was added, we can determine how much SrOs2- reacted,

from the chemical reaction below.

SrOr'- + 2I- ) 12 + 25C42-

I

I z sro.'-

I rapid reaction

2I- + SnOu'- (colorless)

'$7hen 
all of the added SrO*'- has reacted,

SrOr'-+2I-)12+25C42-

I

I Starch indicator

I
Starch-I, complex (blue-black or dark green)

From the stoichiometry of the reaction, you can determine that 2 X l0r mole of
SrOr'- produces enough I, to react with 4 X l0-a mole of SrOr'- which is added in I mL
aliquots.

Solutions

Reaction # 1 Solution | + 25.O mL ( NFI.), S, O,
TotalVolume = 100 mL = 0.1 liter

Reaction # 2 Solution 2 + 5O.O mL ( NHn), S, O,
TotalVolume = 100 mL = 0.1 liter

Reaction #3 Solution 3 + 25.O mL ( NHn), S, O,
Total Volume = 100 mL = 0.1 liter

Notes

. Solutions I and 3 require 25 mL of O .2 M S2O82- solution.

. Solution 2 require 50 mL of O.ZMSzOg'- solution.

. Be careful not to confuse SrOr'- with SrOr'- !
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Do not forget to add the starch indicator! If you forget you wi[[ never get the blue-black
(dark green) color.

Add the quantities of the reagenrs specified in the table rc aZ50 mL flask. Have the SrOr2-

solution in a separate container, ready to add.

Procedure:

Student l: Quickly add the SrOr'- solution to solution I and swirl or sdr the mixture we[.
Student 2: 'Write down the initial time, and watch for rhe color change to blue-black

(it may take several minutes, be patient).

' 's7'hen the blue-black color appears, immediately write down the time.

' \7'hen the blue-black (dar[< green) color appears, immediately add I mL of NarSrO, solu-
tion (you should have 6 of these I mL aliquots ready to add, either from a I mL (stem

volume) pipet or in separare test tubes).
o Do not delay in adding the I mL of S2O32- !

. The main reaction of SrOr2-is still going!

' '$7hen the blue-black (or dark green) color appears, immediately write down the time, as

before.

Repeat these steps abib Then repeat the procedure with solutions 2 nd 3.

Calculations

A. For each of the using solutions l-3, plot moles of SrOr2- reacted vs. rime in seconds.

B. Draw the bdst t line through the points (idedly it should go through the origin) and

calculate itt slope. rlier points should be favored.

IIIIIIIIIIIII
aIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
,I
,II

xl

moles of
szor2-

Slope =Yz-Yt
Xz-Xr

e rate ln unrts

x2 t (sec)

Divide the value of the slope by the total volume (0.1 L) in order to obtainC.

of M/s.
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D. You mighr wanr to tabulate your results as follows:

Y/
\

ll
l.

I

i

Irltl-l-l-
1,"b
14bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb1-'r^

Experiment #

1

.,

3

Initial [SrOr'-]
0.05 M
0.10 M
0.05 M

niaal I I-]
0.05 M
0.05 M
0.10 M

E. Calculate x, y, and k in the rate law'

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Elcriment 1. Initial [S2O82l = 0.05 M; initial U-] = 0.05 M. Timeexperimentstarted: '

Experiment2' Initial [S2O82-] = 0'10M; initial [I-] = 0'05 M' Ti experiment started:

45
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Experiment 3. Initial [S2O82l = 0.05 M; initial [Il = 0.10 M. Time experiment started:
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EXPERIMENT-4

Pre-Laboratory Review Questions and ExercisesDue bdore lab begins. Answer on separate sheet of paper.

1' '!,hat 
factors affect the rate of any given reaction?

2' a' Give the chemical equation for the reaction whose rate is being studied.

b' \Vhy are these coupred reacrions cafled an iodine crock reaction?

c' 's7hat 
interaction is responsibre for the dark coror?

d' \rt'y does rhe dark coror appear suddenry, rather than a gradual darkening?

Give names for rhe following substances:

a. (NHJ2S2O8

b. sror'-

c. NarSrO,

d. SrOr'-
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EXPERIMENT _4 NAME

DAIE

Due after completing lab. Answer in space provided.
.---J

1. 'Wlrat 
effect does doubling t Sror'l have on rhe rate? By what factor (experimental, not

rounded to a whole number) does the rate increase? Hinu Rate 2 / Rate I = ?

2. '\U7hat effect does doubling [I-] have on the rate? By what factor (not rounded) does the

rate increase? Hint: Rate 3 / Rate I = ?

3. Calculate x and y and write the rate law for the reaction. Give your experimental values

of x and y (such &s x = 1.2,y = 0.91), not ideal values rounded to whole numbers.

4. From your experimental rate law, cdculate the value of the rate constant k for each experi-

ment and give the average value. Use your experimental vdues of x and y. Since this can

give awhrard units, we will assume the units of k are lnft t'( the case when x and )r = 1).

Post-Laboratory Questions and Exercises
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